NHRA Member Track Programs
The NHRA
All Access
Challenge
for E.T.
racers
rewards
competitors
at NHRA
member
tracks
with the
opportunity
to compete for a special-edition Wally. See NHRA All Access Challenge
under programs tab or log on to NHRA. com for a listing of local events
(Schedules/Results menu).

The NHRA Member Track
Madness program allows
NHRA member tracks
to develop a unique and
exciting event for their
racers, whether centered
around weekly NHRA
Summit Racing Series
events or any other
categories. The champion
will earn a custom trophy
as well as two single-day
spectator credentials to
any NHRA Mello Yello Drag
Racing Series event.

N

HRA Drags: Street Legal Style presented by AAA is racing culture
— a fun and safer alternative to illegal street racing. Every week,
racers participate in low-cost, legal vehicle racing at NHRA
member tracks around the country, the best places to exercise your need
for speed by challenging fellow racing enthusiasts for time on a controlled
track with street-legal vehicles. In 1994, NHRA began a program of
events for street-legal cars and motorcycles in Southern California. For
more than 20 years, the NHRA has offered an alternative to illegal street
racing through the NHRA Drags: Street Legal Style presented by AAA.

The NHRA Summit
Racing King of the
Track competition is
held at NHRA member
tracks that support the
NHRA Summit Racing
Series in conjunction
with a weekly racing
event or a newly
created event. Winners
receive an NHRA
Wally and King of the
Track hat, and their
picture, if supplied, will
be printed in National
Dragster.
NHRA
member
tracks may
participate
in a program
geared
specifically
toward Jr.
drag racers,
the NHRA
Summit Jr.
Drag Racing
League
Challenge. Drivers compete for special-edition Wallys and will receive
recognition in Jr. Dragster if their tracks provide coverage.

You don’t need any special training or
vehicle to race, and only legitimate street-legal machines are permitted
to participate. Schedules and formats vary by track, but most Street
Legal events feature time trials and grudge racing. Grudge racing allows
participants to choose their competition. Win or lose, participants
may return to the staging lanes for more time trials or grudge runs.
Participation is open to those with a valid driver’s license, proof of
registration and insurance, and a street-legal vehicle. For more information
or to find the track nearest to you, log on to NHRA.com/StreetLegal.

